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WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISINq RATES•
4 U11e ad., 66¢-4 timea, $2,00, InaertlonB
must be submitted b)' noon on dar before
J!UbUcation to Room 159, Student Publications Bulldinr;r, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102,
WANTED TO BUY
WANTED to bur portable oombo-orgun,
Phone 266-2981 after 5 p.m.
FOR SAI.E
1958 FORD V•8, Automatic trnnsmission
Power steering & brakes, Good condl:
tion, $895.00, Call .after 6 p.m 242-5550
11/l. 2, 3, 6.
'
•
1966 RABBIT Scooter. Excellent condition.
$200.00. Phone 243-4640.
MUST SELlr--1966 Triumph Spitfire convertible. Excellent condition. New tires
bucket seats. Loaded with extras-only
$1400.00. See at 808 Martingale SE (4
Hills). Call 298-1686, 11/8·18.
1956 HARLEY Davidaon-74. Good condi·
tion. $300. Call 255-8888 . before noon
weekdays, all day Sunday, 11/8·13.
1964 MGB Convertible. New radio, beater.
Two tops, good ti:res. Excellent condi..
tion. Reasonable prioe. Phcme 255-0563,
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes .. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free Ptckup and delivery, Open until 8
P.m, on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, l'hone
243-0588.
WANTED: Typing. Tenn papers theses
dissertations, References. Phone 242-2495:
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
PELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list. MA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
NEED bread 1 Distribute Psychedelic pos·
ters, ett-. Write to The Joyce Co. Ltd.,
734 Bay St., San Francisco, Call!. 94109
6

t.

","AT OLD TOWN Studio io a now kind
of theatrical experience • • • a song to
the hore-and·now. A game of mind and
illusion, improvisational, anti-war nonapologetic~
is theatre cxplodi~g its
own boundaries. Friday, Saturday Sunday nil)'hta at 8 :00. Reservations
2424602.
LOST
AN ANTIQUE Gold Earring, ball-sbaped
for pierced ears. In or near Education
Complex, Reward ol!ered. After 5 call
264·6280.
GREEN Wallet near SUB. Need papers.
Reward offered. Return to 129 lfokona•
Zia, Phone 277-4965.
HELP WANTED

u:•

at

EXPERIENCED wood & metal shop llll•
sistant to work Tues. & Thurs. 1 to 5
p.m. Muot qualify under work-study
program. Contact Dept. 11f Archltec·
ture, 277-2903.
PERSONAL
COMING Soon! Green Stampal DDDII
11/8-18.

listen to KUNM

Friends of Art Give
Prints to U. Museum
The Friends of Art anno11nced
this week that they are donating
two prints by European artists to
the collection of the UNM Art
Museum.
The prints are "Peasant and
His Wife," by Albrecht Duerer,
and "Colosseum," by G. G. Piranesi.
The art works were selected
last week by a vote of the Friends
of Art at the annu1.1l purchase
exhibition at the UNM Museum.
They were chosen from nine
works offered by the muse11m
staff. Total cost of the two prints
is about $550, which the Friends
of Art had collected and saved
for the purchase.
Of the two latest donations,
Robert 0, Parks, art m11seum
director, said: ''Both are extremely valuable in terms of usefulness in teaching and overall quality of art.''
Duerer was a major German
Renaissance artist and the outstanding European engraver of
the 16th century. "P~asant and
His Wife" is a small, well-preserved, beautifully printed ·impression of the couple. It was
done in the first quarter of the
16th Century.
As the first print by Duerer to
enter the UNM Art Museum collection, "it becomes our most important Renaissance print," said
Parks.
Piranesi was the :foremost engraver of the 18th century. An
Italian, he produced a series of
more than 200 prints grouped as
"Views of Rome.'' "CQlosseum''
is one of his more famous prints
from that Series, and "is the most
important Piranesi in our collection," said Parks.
The museum staff made the
suggestions to the Friends of Art
with consideration of the museum's present emphasis on the
lOth and 20th century fields, but
also in view of the museum's
teaching needs in other areas.
Some examples of gifts from
the Friends of Art in the past
have been "Les Boulevards," a
lithograph by Pierre Bonnard·
"Le Port" by Paul Signac, als~
a lithograph; and "Ricardo" by

We hope you're not an old fashionad girl who carries carfare in
her purse "lust In case.'' To put an end to mad money at the
University of New Mexico, the American Bank of Commerce has
opened. a campus branch to serve you. Open your own accountchecking, savings-, or thrlftych~k If you write less than 25 checks
per month. Be your own person! Anywhere you go, you have more
thon enouglt money to tak& car& of your
needs. Whip . out your checkbook, and show
your Independence. Just step downstnlrs at the
New Mexico Union Building, and see our
friendly tellers. You'll never have to worry
about "ius! in casl!l."

AMERICAN
BANK of

I
t

'

COMMERCE
Third and Cen•ral Downtown

PHONE 247-1021

Union lullolinr, Unlvtrsll, ol Now Mulco

Al~~qu11quo

Sunport

,
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Sub~cription

Rates- $4_.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

Robert Henri, an oil painting,
1916.
The Friends of Art had first
chance to buy exhibits at the purchase exhibition Sunday. The ex•
hibit opened to the group before
the public show began at 8 p.m.
The purchase exhibition ends Nov.
19. Visiting ho11rs at the museum
are from noon until 5 p.m. daily
except Saturday and Monday.
The Friends of Art is an association of people who are inter.
est in art and art works. Besides
donations of art works, the group
brings traveling exhibitions to
the museum.
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T6ey Did EVerything The Romans
Did ... Except Maybe Race Chariots

,,;

*1.

ADULTS

2

ONLY

PM

Doc Rand to Play

A dance will be held at the
Newman Center Saturday from
8:30 to 11:30 p.m. Admission will
be $1 per person with music provided by Doc Rand and the Purple Blues. All college-age students
are invited to attend.

·~~--------------------------

~~}\sped:s Cause Dispute, Says Dow

shown at
7;45 & 9:20

OPEN

SHOWS: 2:05-3:25-4:45
6:05-7:25-3:45-10:05

ClcDmii Clmii

By WAYNE CIDDIO
A Dow Chemical Corp. public
relations representative yester- ·
day blamed "the emotional quality of napalm as a weapon" for
student demonstrations against
Dow and napalm on university
campuses across the country this
year.
William B. Seward made the
statement at a press conference
held yesterqay at the UNM
Placement Center. The conference
came· at the end of two days of
peaceful demonstrations by a
UNM group protesting the use of
napalm in the VietNam war.
HAll weapons of war are basically inhuman, but napalm has an
emotional element unlike guns and
airplanes that rouses people to
demonstrate against its use," Seward said.
, "Dow makes over 800 different
products, and I wish that would
be recognized for the products we
manufacture that aid in treatment of disease, combating pollution, and feeding of people. Napalm production is less than onehal£ of one per cent of our total
indu:!!t:t'y," Seward said.
Dow manufactures magnesium
metal and aluminum extrusion
used in the construction of aircraft, fire-extinguishing agents
for airplanes, plastics, and var-

ious defoliants in contribution to
the war effort, Seward said. Dow
is under government contract to
produce nap11lm and is the United
States' only supplier of the jellylike explosive.
In reaction to the demonstrations staged by UNM students,
faculty members, and clergymen,
Seward said, "Dow respects the
right to protest peacefully. We
had no interference from anyone
in conducting our job interviews
on this campus.''
Maxwell H. Campbell, Pl!lcement Center director, said, "This
university believes that people
have the right to protest, and I
think this demonstration went off
very nicely.''
"Twelve Dow representatives
were on hand both days, and they
each had full schedules of interviews. Thirty-five interviews
were conducted, and we did not
have one missed appointment!'
Campbell added.
Vice-President for Student Affairs Harold Lavender said, "I
thought the demonstration went
off extremely well. I heard of no
positive moves to employ violent
tactics and I am very proud of
our students for conducting themselves so well.''
Bill Coleman, one of the organizers of the demonstration,
was pleased with the outcome of

WASHINGTON (CPS)-Fourfifths of the rtation's state col~
leges and universities have raised tuition, fees, and room and
board rates this year.
A report just issued by the National Association of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges (NASULGC) and the Association of State Colleges and Universities (ASCU) says, "There is
hardly a student in the country
who will pay as much for his
freshman year of college as he
will for his senior year.
"Tuition, fees, and room and
board charges are rising so fast

Every company operated PAINT POT store is
_pledged to meet or beat any verified price on
any article in our stock.
:~
STUDENTS. AND FACULTY will receive an additional I0 per cent savings from our . LOW DISCO.UNT prices not only on art supplies but on
every item including paint, glass, picture frames '.
etc.
PRESENT YOUR LD. CARD
'.
NOTE: Paint Pot DOES NOT, e~mphatically DOES
NOT raise the prices ius+ to show big discountsthat went .out of style when the government
cracked down on cer'tain unscrupulous car dealers years ago. It could happen in the art supply L.
business-but not at the Paint Pot. A word to the · ··
wise is sufficient.

'.
,.,.

'"

2515 4th St. NW
1617 Eub~nk NE
2723 San Mateo NE
1515 Central NE):<
Sanfa Fe- 557 Cordova Rd. *Just down from UNM

.'
',
~

Donald F. Wilkes of Albuquerque's Sandia Corp., the discoverer
of rolamite, a mechanical concept
described as "a:S basic as the
wheel," will speak in the Union
Theater at 7:30 tonight.
Wilkes, a mechanical engineering graduate of Washington State
University, will illustrate his
speech with a film, slides, and
models, and will answer ques-·
tions from the audience.
Rolamite haij an "almost pure
rolling state" which greatly reduces friction and requires little
lubrication. The concept involves
inserting two rollers into a flexible, S-shaped ·oand and putting
the curves of the band under tension. The rollers move easily along
the band when force is applied.

I">

and so often that today's state
university: s.enior ia paying about·
15 per cent more for his education ·
this year than he did as a freshman in 1964," the report adds.
And that's if you're an instate
student. Non-residents are paying 23 per cent more than they
did as freshmen.
The NASULGC represents
large state 11niversities and the
ASCU represents smaller state
collegeli/and universities.
The·lt~port shows a 6.5 per cent
increase in in-state tuition and
fees at NASULGC institutions,
from a medium of $330 last year

· A Viet Nam war referendum dents and members of the local
sponsored by the student govern- community will vote on whatever
ment National-International Af- resolutions are formulated.
John Balms, International Cenfairs Committee will be held on
tel'
director, said, "Hopefully by
the UNM campus beginning Monthe
end of the week we will have
day, Dec. 4.
some plans formulated for soluThe referendum will consist of
to the Viet Nam problem.
a week-long series of debates, tions
After the referendum votes are
discussions, and 01\en forums on tabulated, the results will be sent
the different phases of the Viet ll:o congressmen, senators, and
Nam war. The purpose of the ref- perhaps even the President.''
erendum is to establish a numAlert Center tele-lecture faciliber of proposed solutions to the ties will be used to contact officwar .and to better acquaint stu- ials of national organizations,
dents with its background.
such as Students For a DemoAt the end of the week stu- cratic Society, various govern·
ment spokesmen, UNM profesill\l\l\\\\\\\\\\ll\\\llll\\\llllllll\lllllll\lllllll\\\llll\llll\ll\\\llllllllllllllllllll\\\llllllilllll\\\lll\\\
sol•s1 and leaders of loeal patriotic
groups. State Senator Tom MorSpirit Dance
ris is expected to be on hand to
A dance featuring the Sideparticipate in the referendum.
"Students and the general pubwinders, national recording arlic are invited to take pal't in all
tists who have turned out such
of the debate and discussion seshits as, "Tears from Laughsions. We want to avoid hammere
ing'' and "Get Outta My Life,
ing on the same issues every day
Woman," will be held tomorand instead hit on as many facts
row night from 8-11:30 in the
as
possible," said Baltns.
.
Union Bnllroom. Mttsic will al·
Chades Miller, chairman of the
so be provided by the Bits and
National-International A f f n i r s
Pieces. The chaparrals and the
Committee, is handling arrangeUNM cheerleaders will be on
ments for the referendum in cohand to help raise spirit for
operation with the International
Saturday's televised game
Center and the Alert Center.
against the University of Wy·
All sessions during the referoming. Admission is 50 cents.
endum will be held in the Union.
\\\1\1\\lll\llllllllllllll\1111111\illlllllllllll\\\\\\\lllll\llllllllllllllllllllllll\llllllllllllllllllllllllll\ll

~

Sandia Scientist
To Speak Tonight

Week-Long War Debates
To Start Monday, Dec. 4

ClrJDmii Clmii
NEAR YOU
....
' ...

Donald F. Wilkes

To Propose Solutions

THERE IS A

~

the protest. "I think it was a tremendous effort. The protestors
didn't really expect to change
11nything, but we did create dialogue on campus, and people began to re-evaluate their thoughts
and stands on all sorts of issues.''

State Schools' Tuition Up

CAN'T BE UNDERSOLD

;
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Special 'Othello' Film
Scheduled for Nov. 9
A special performance of Sir
Laurence Olivier's controversial
interpretation of Shakespeare's
"Othello" will be seen in the Concert Hall Nov. 9 at 7:30 p.m.
Lawrence Harvey's new film, of
"The Winter's Tale" and the
"Black Comedy" are scheduled
for Nov. 29 and Dec. 1 at 7:30
p.m.
Tickets for all performances
are now available at the Concert
Hall box office. General admission
is $2, and students' and children's
tickets are

EXICO . . . . OBO

: 37CO,/ 'g9

'

to $3tl1.50 this year. Out-of-state
tuition- wen!; :up 8.4 per cent from
$784 to $850.
At ASCU institutions, instatetuition and fees rose £our per
cent, from $250 to $260. Out-ofstate tuition and fess rose nine
per cent from $550.50 to $600.
Room rates rose sharply at the
big schools, increasing 12 per cent
for men and 16.3 per cent for women. Room increases at the smaller colleges and board increases
generally were all slightly smaller.
The report says there are two
major reasons generally given by
institutions for fee increases:
-Failure by state governments
to appropriate sufficient funds for
higher education.
-Rising costs of :food, labor,
operation, and construction.
(Continued on page 6)

***
U. Above Average
In Student Fees
Land-Grant Schools

.-- .. --

..

- ........

~-·-.

..

UNM FACULTY MEMBERS took an active part in the two-day
demonstrations again11t Dow and napalm staged in front of the Placement Center. Shown on the Union Mall are Dr. -ea~~ol F. Schmidt,
(holding sign) professor of philosophy, aud Dr. l>llvi(l. M. Johnson,
assistant professor of English. Fifty to 60 l!ltudents, faculty mem'*
bers, and clergymen demonstrated on Tuesday and 40 demonstrated
on Wednesday. Protest leaders termed the dmonstration a tremondous
effort.

'

U. Hunters C-riticize

Laws, Lack of Game
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
Many UNM students - and
sportsmen in general-are growing more dissatisfied each year
with hunting regulations in the
once game-rich state of New
MIDtico.
This discontent seems to have
been building for some time and
has not yet reached its peak.
Each hunting season there seems
to a flurry of complaints and then
most thoughts about the problems,
hiberinate for another year.
The most frequent, and also the
most obvious, complaint is about
the ever-decreasing amount of
big game (deer, bear, elk, turkey,
etc.) in New Mexico. Deer are
the major topic of this story.
One UNM junior pinpoints the
major complaint when he says,
"It is 1·idiculous fo1· New Mexico
. to have doe seasons each year

when the amount of game seems
to be declining each year. There
are not enough deer in the state,
even without the doe seasons each
year.''
This observation conflicts with
the counts made by the state
game department which must in~
dicate that there are ample deer.._
in the state for the number of
hunters or there surely would not
be any legalized killing of does.
One old-time hunter comments,
''This state ought to have deer
and other wild game running all
through it, but it just isn't that
way. The game in New :Mexico
has dropped rapidly even in the
last five years.''
He too blames this on the opening of doe area!! in the state
where there is supposed to be art
abundance of game while other
(Continued on page 7)

UNM tuition and fee charges
are higher than the median for
the 99 member instiutions of the
National Association of State
Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (N ASULGC) to w h i c h
UNM belongs.
UNM's in-state tuition of $408
a year is 16.1 per cent above the
NASULGC median of $351; outof-state charges of $918 a year
are eight per cent higher than
the Association members' median
of $850.
A two-day seminar on "The be presented in three general seaRoom and board rates at UNM
of Design,'' to be held sions: the design process, design
Concept
are below the national median for
at
UNM
Nov. 17-181 will bring aids, and design application.
the large state universities which
top
engineers,
scientists, and in•
A summarizing panel consisting
make up the NASULGC. UNM's
dustrialists
from
all
sections
o£
of
the speakers, session chair$804 a year fo1• a double room is
th~ nation.
,
men,
and symposium chairmen
about eight per cent below the
The
seminar
is
sponsored
by
will
presen~
final alay.ses, and
average of reported medians for
the
New
Mexico
Section
of
the
the
yrocee?mgs
of t~e two-day
men and women.
'!fill.
be
pubhshed.
American
Society
of
Mechanical
semmar
UNM, unlike many colleges and
Engineers
and
the
UNM
college
•
The
obJectt':'es
of the symp?s~
universities, ·has standardized
mm, say offic1als, .are to clar!fY
room and board rates; it costs of Engineering.
the modern meanmg of design
the same for a room of the same
discipline, to introduce computer
All
sessions
of
the
seminar
will
type in any do1•m on campus. The be held in the Union Theater ex- aids curtently available to the deNASULGC statistics do not give cept a Friday night banquet which sign process, and to exhibit praca median figure for standatdized will be h'eld at the Western Skies tical applications of computerized
room and board rates, so the me•
tools employed by educatol's and
dians for men and women were Motor Hotel.
11
"The Concept of Design will industry in modern design.
averaged to make a comparison.

'Concept of Design' Is Seminar Topic
Meeting Planned at UNM Nov. 17-JB~·

,
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McDonald'&THE CLOSEST THING TO HOME

BEVERAGE WITH EVERY DOUBLE BURGER - OR
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER- THURSDAY, NOV. 9
AND FRIDAY, NOV. 10

ALL 3
LOCATIONS

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO
5324 4th St., N.W. ·

mayed to find that Linda. has been
secretly married. Her refusal to
reveal the bridegroom's name
leads Ewell to consider examining
his daughter for fingerprints.
Adding to the family spoof are
Ewell's serious young collaborator on the book, a high school
gym teacher, the family doctor,
and the psychiatrist's publisher.
The Broadway cast of the hit
comedy directed by Charles Forsythe will appear at UNM as a
part of a 90-city tour by the Producing Managers Company, the
New York firm that has recently
sponsored such tours as "Luv"

That can happen with the help of
APPEASE-the new aid to appetite
control in weight reduction. Just dis·
solve one delicious refreshing AP·
PEASE Tablet in your mouth before
each meal. You'll eat less, yet be
satisfied.
UNIVERSITY DRUGS
2132 Central Ave. S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

World-famous
Gen. Platoff

~se

DON COSSACK
CHORUS & DANCERS
Tues., Nov. 14, 8:00 p.m.
. Civic Auditorium

Adults, $2
Junior High, $1.50
Under 12, $1.00
Sponsored by

ALBUQUERQUE OPTIMISTS

WEAR THE QUICK KNITS
In an afternoon, knit yourself a metallic mini-sweater
for the evening ahead. Its that easy and all you need
is an Instant Knit Kit (with instructions and enough
yarn to make a complete outfit) and a pair of those

AND

fantastic Jumbo Jet knitting needles ..••• inch fat

THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE

sticks of hollow aluminum. Dresses take under 6

OF THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

hours, sweaters can be whipped up during a lunch

PRESENT

LAURENCE OLIVIER
IN

his own controversial film version
of

Shakespeare's Immortal

hour or two.
Come to our Knitting Marathon1 Saturday1 Nov. 18th.
First prize will be a $60 outfit, and second place winner will -receive theater tickets for two and dinner at
Western Skies. Just sign up in our Yarn Departm~nt
to knit the dress or sweater of your choice. (It should
require no more than an afternoon to flnish.) Be at ·
our knitting tables, upper floor, at 9:30, so you can

OTHELLO

.;
,(

\

ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY
TONIGHT- NOV. 9 - 7:30 P.M.
ADULTS 2.00 STUDENTS 1.00
Special Faculty-Staff Rate 1.50
SEE IT!

, Fidelity Uoion Life
-

-.

J

get organized and ready to start knitting at 10 sharp.
Coffee and cookies served while you knit. Knitters may
enter the store early, by coming to our West entrance.

Rhodes
CORONADO CENTER

'

.

Sure. Business is business.
The rules are tough
And the rewards often questionable.
It breeds materialism,
Strangles the Iittle guy,
Kills the sou I ...
If you let it.
But did you ever think,
American Business feeds you
Three squares a day in a world
Where starvation is a too-common diet.
Provides you with warm clothes
And a lot more than shelter
Enriches your leisure hours with
Art, music1 theater, literature
On a scale that is the despair
Of the 5-Year Planners
Of Cultural Revolutions.

90% of proce11ds to Soap Box Derby
Downs track.

CONCERT HALL

From Coast to Coast

the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College MeB
and Women

averlight

COMING!

"POUNDS YOU DIDN'T NEED" .•.

have to look much more closely
at what faculty members say
about a student's work.''
The new aystem is also likely
to end the campus-wide competition for gra_des. A student's p~r
formance Will he compared With
the P~rfo~mances of other students tn hts de~artment. At present, Tallbott pomted out, studen~s
are ranked by grade average m
spite of th~ fact that some departments g1ve generally higher
grades than others.

"Civil Rights, Viet Nam, and
Today" will be the topic of a
speech by State Senator Sterling
Black tonight at 7:30 in the Union
Theater, The talk is being sponsored by the UNM Young Democrats. Donations will be accepted.

and "The Absence of a. Cello."
Tickets qre on sale for the 8:15
p.m. performance in the Concert
Hall box office for $5, $4.50, and
$3.50 for reserved seats. UNM
student tickets are half-pl'ice.

LOST •••

Law Admission Test
Scheduled Nov. 11

be no more quibbling about numhers. There would, I hope, be more
concern for the quality of .a student's work in terms of his own
ability."
Still undecided is the question
whether or not the university's
two academic honor lists, the
dean's list and ranking scholar
designation, are to be continued.
Tallbott is hopeful they will be
abolished, but indicated that the
new grading sy~Jtem will have important consequences for students
regardless of what is done about
the honor lists.
When students apply to graduate school in the future, according to Tallbott, "recommendations
are going to be much more important than they have been.
Graduate schools are going to

Lobo Advertisers....

Black to Speak

· 'Impossible Years' Set Nov. 17
Preud, the frug, and a psychiatrist with teen-age problems are
the main elements of the "Impossible Years," the Broadway comedy to be presented in the Concert Hall Friday, Nov. 17.
Tom Ewell, the actor with the
famous woebegon expression,
plays a prominent psychiatrist
whose work on a book on coping
with adolescent behavior is interrupted by the behavior of his two
teen-aged daughters.
Described by one reviewer as
"the father of two transistor radios," Ewell is so distracted by
,:,his daughters' favorite music that
he vows, "If I ever meet the man
who invented the portable radio,
I'II kick him in the watusi."
His problems are compounded
by the herd of boyfriends attracted by his pretty elder daughter, Linda. They clean out his refrigerator, keep his telephone
constantly tied up, and turn his
home into a teen-age dance hall.
The father is especially dis-

100, with 6() as the lowest passing grade. The university at
present compile!! comulative averages for each student, but it
will no longer do so when the new
system goes into effect,
The change at Yale ill largely
the result · of recommendations
made by the faculty's Course of
Study Committee, according to
Strobe Tallbott, chairman of the
Yale Daily News. Some student
organizations have been working
to end the numerical system, however.
Derek Shearer, head of the Student Advisory Board, said the
new system "moves ·away from
the pseudo-scientific claims of the
system.'' He added that
The law school admission test, numbers
"It ahould make for an improved
required of candidates for admis- clas:> atmosphere, for there will
sion to most law schools, including UNM's, will be administered
nationally on Nov. 11, Feb. 10,
1968, April 6, 1968, and August
S, 1968.
The University is one of 250
testing.centers across the nation
where the exam will be given.
Registration forms for the teat
may be obtained from the UNM
Law School, 1915 Roma NE.

Don't knock it.

trist whose work on a book on coping with ado·
lescent behavior is interrupted by the behavior
of his two teen-aged daughters. Tickets are now
on sale for $5, $4.50 and $3.50 for reserved seats.
UNM student tickets are half-price.

TOM EWELL, seated, tries to cope with the
swarm of his daughter's swains in a scene from
the Broadway comedy the "Impossible Years,"
to be presented in the Concert Hall Friday, Nov.
17 at 8:15 p.m. Ewell plays a prominent psychia-

Yale Changes Grading- Fail or Pass
NEW HAVEN (CPS) -The
Yale University faculty has voted
to replace numerical grading with
a system under which students
will be given one of ;four designations for their work-fail, pass,
high pas~S, or honors.
The new syste~s will begin
next year and contmue on an experimental basis for at least five
years.
Yale's present system makes
use of a grading scale from 40 to

1
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f:vou get one with every
! bottle of Len sine, a ·
'!\removable contact lens
) eatrylng case. Len sine,
!by Murine is the new,
!iall·putpose solUtion
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Non-Violent Dow Protest Constructive
UNM's first contribution to the list of protests against the
presence of recruiters from war-related industries on campus has ended. Certainly administrators have been unhap- ·
pier when other tense situations have blown over, but probably not recently.
The conduct of almost all parties concerned in both the
buildup and demonstrations was exemplary. The protests
a_nd anti-protests were hardly disturbed by the one or two
near-vioJerit -outbreaks which occurred.
Certainly emotions ran high. When one takes a standeither way-on the war, he almost by definition feels strongly about his position and may be reluctant to hear opposite
viewpoints. Yet the most distinguishing point about UNM's
demonstrations was the intelligent way the antagonists confronted each other. There was some ranting and raving, to
be sure, but hardly any shoving, threats, or overt violence.
Organizers of the demonstrations expressed fears beforehand that violence might flare and police would have to step
in-or worse, would stand around and watch the fun. Fortunately none of this happened. What took place was a mostly rational, t'Yo-day dialogue between opponents and supporters of the war in Viet Nam.
This is not the stuff of which national headlines are made,
as were similar but violence-scarred protests at the University of Wisconsin. But somehow this way seems more effective and considerably more constructive.

Calling U
THURSDAY: Association of Pollee
Communications Operators : Union 231 D·
E: B a.m.
Landscape Design Course III: Union
250 A·C : B a.m.
BiOlogy deparfrrient seminar: Union
Theater: 8 :30 a.m.
Association of Police Communications
Operators luncheon; Union N.. Ballroom;
12 noon.
Phi Alpha Theta: Union 231 A-C: 4
p.m.
.
Mortar Board; Union 250 E; 6 p.m.
Spurs; Union 250 C; 6 p.m.
APOWA Pledges; Union 250 D; 6:30
p.m.
Christian Science Organization; Union
231 A; 7 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union 231 E; 7 :30
p.m.
APOWA; Union Council Room; 7:30
p.m.
...-~ "Othello" with Lawrence Olivier; Concert Hall ; 7 :30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda; Union 231 A·
B: 9 p.m.
FRIDAY: Department of psychiatry;
Union 250 D; 8 a.m.
,
Biology department seminar; Union
Theater; 231 D·E: 8:30 a.m.
A.W.S. Executive Committee: Union 231
A; 3:30p.m.

Foreign Film: ''Moment of Truth"
(Span.); Union Theater; 7, 10 p.m.
Biology Department BatJttuct: Union
De!ert Room: 7:30 p.m.
Baha'i Union 231 D; 8 p.m.
Phi Sigma Kappa dance: Union Ball·
room; 8 p.m. ; featuring the Sidewinders
nnd the Bits and Pieces, admission 50
cents.
SATURDAY: Biology department oemfnar: Union Theater, 231 D-E; 8 :30 p.m.
N.M. Classroom Tl!llcbers Assoc., Union
231 B: 250 C, D; 253; 9 a.m.
N.M. Classroom Teachers Assoc. Union
129e 12 noon.
UNM Football: Univ. of Wyoming; UniVersity Stda·inm; 12 !05 p.m.
Phi Mu Alums; Union 139 E&W; 12:30
p.m.
Albuquerque Clas!!room Teachers Assoc.;
Union Ballroom t 1 p.m~
Phi Mu Alums; Union 21i0 E; 2:30p.m.
Omega Psi Phi: Union Desert Room: 7
p.m.
Saturday Film Fare: "King Rat" ;
Union Theater; 7, 10 p.m.
Coronado Hall dance; Union liallroom ;
8p.m.
SUNDAY: Alpha Phi Omega pledges;
Union 231 B: 5 p.m.
Sunday Film Fare: '1\:ing Ratn: Union
Theater; 5, 8 p,m,

KO to Raise Curtain On Venereal Disease
Albuquerque radio s tat i o n
KQEO has announced that it will
attempt to raise the "curtain of
silence" on the epidemic of venereal dillease in a series of six
programs.
Similar broadcasts in past years
have aided in holding down the
cases of V.D., but the disease is
!i now raging uncontrolled, KQEO
reports. There- were over 250,000

reported cases last year. The unreported cases would probably
push the figure over one and a
half million,
The programs in "The V.D.
Epidemic" series will be broadcast every Monday at 6:30 p.m.,
starting Nov. 13. They will be
followed by a panel discussion,
featuring telephone calls from the
public.
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Canadian Campus in Turmoil ·
Lrsten to KUNM Over 'Obscene Libel' • P~per
• 90.1 Mcs.

Bema
By BILL COLEMAN
Dr. Jack Redman, Albuquerque
physician who spent two months
in Viet Nam a$ a volunteer civil).·
ian medic, said at the Young Republicans rally Monday that he
sees no correlation between ghetto·
riots in the U.S. and the war in
VietNam.
To relate the two, he says, is
adding fuel to the fire of potential
riots. But if there is none other,
money is the correlation between
the riots and the war. · How can
we spend money on the ghettoes
for community development, air
polution, unemployment, housing,
welfare, and education, while
spending $66 million a day in Viet
Nam?

* * *

· In regard to black-white relations, Dr. Redman expresses the
most .prejudiced sentiments of
both Negro and white extremists.
He says that it is wrong for the
white man to bend over backwards to help the Negroes, because it destroys the Negroes'
initiative apd when a confrontation comes about, blacks will indiscriminately kill all whites. The
doctor seems to think that blacks
are unable or unwilling to tell
friend :from :foe.
I venture to say that Dr. Redman is also among those who advocate sending policemen and National GuarBsmen to riot-torn
cities, an act which cures the
symptoms but not the cause of
the malay. He says that the
blacks should bend over backwards to help themselves, and to
correlate the war in Viet Nam
with urban riots and the black
power movement is racism in reverse.

* * *
white press has

The
already
given the masses a negative connotation of black power. The
white backlash grows.
The doctor and I agree in
theory on the ends but not on
the means of black power. Dr.
Redman advocates the old techniques which have done nothing
of value. To me he represents the
white majority-people who move
to the suburbs and ignore and try
to forget the inner urban dilemma. This is not in the overall interests of the U.S. Problems must
be directly confronted.

lETTERS
Dow Protest 'Stupid'
Dear Editor:
Sandra Heide and her fellow
m e m b e r s of the Committee
Against Dow and Napalm are to
be congratulated. Certainly if an
award for stupidity were issued
they would win it hands down.
I'm a veteran and very proud
of it. And it seems to me that
Miss Heide and her proteges have
little concern :for the lives of the
many thousands of servicemen
fighting in Viet Nam for her
right to dissent. It boils down the
fact that napalm, like anything
else used in combat, kills the enemy and lessens tbe chance of an
American losing his life.
No doubt Miss Heide and the
committee would have protested
against the use of the atomic
bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. But I will bet 90 per cent of
this group weren't even born
then.
Robert M. Ancell, Jr.

Dr. Redman on Black Power

The doctor's and my disagreement represent the split between
generations, I do not advocate
violence. Violence is not only reprehensible but suicidal. But I contend-and not in a racist manner,
but in a socio-political spirit-that the indifferent white majority must change its ways.

'

Racism is a part of all of us
here in the U.S. and an enlightened education beginning at birth
will make white, black, brown,
yellow, and red grow up free of
the self-destructive racial hates
and prejudices that now threaten
the well-being of all.

The Rowan Column
The House Serves
Up New Tragedy

q~

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS
The Largest Selection of
Hallmark Cards
Thanksgiving Items
Wedding 'lnvit~tions
and All Paper Goods
Expert Monogramming
Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums in For 1967
3501 Lomas N.E.

255-4989

•

MONTREAL (CPS)-The publication of an article purporting
to be passages cut from William
Manchester's "Death of a President" in the student newspaper
at McGill University here has
SINGLES? COMPATIBLE?
Lilt th~> stars tell you.
For free questionnaire write to:
ASTRO-MATCH LTD,
1674 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019

SALARIED POSITIONS OPEN
Outstanding career opportunities for the right men.

By CARL T. ROWAN

This is your invitation to explore with us a challenge to

WASHINGTON-The usual game in this town, for pundits and
politicians, is to employ the unerring perception of hindsight and talk
about what national calamity might have been avoided if only someone had done something different at some time.
I venture today to dabble in foresight and predict that Americans
will pay billions of dollars and undergo months of social agony-because of an almost politicial circus that moves this week from the
Committee on Education and Labor to the floor of the House of Representatives.

* *

excellence. We will be interviewing on campus November 13th. See your Placement' Office for appointment.

THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE COMPANY

II<

FALL SAFETY SPECIAL

In callously cynical displays of grandstanding and vote-huckstering,
both Republicans and Democrats on the committee have toyed shamelessly with the plight of the poor. As a result, the war on poverty is
in critical trouble and the Congress is on the verge of debates that
could turn out to be more fateful for the entire nation than many
House members seem to realize.
We have just emerged from a summer in which 27 cities were hit
by riots in which more than $270 million worth of damage was done
and many lives were lost. The House committee has heard what seems
to me very impressive testimony that the rioting would have been
worse but for the poverty program.
'

• • •

For example, Mayor Jerome P. Cavanagh of Detroit, one of the
worst-hit cities, wired this to Sargent Shriver, director of the Office
of Economic Opportunity (OEO):
"Had it not been for the effectiveness of the anti-poverty program
in providing needed services and building bridges of communication
in the community the riot might have been worse."
Cavanagh urged that Congress move pJ:Oll1Ptly "to e~pand badlyneeded programs."
·
But from the show that has gone on in the Education and Labor
Committee in recent weeks you would think the congressmen took in
not one word of Cavanagh's message, or the testimony of more than
100 other prominent Americans who gave strong support to OEO and
its various programs.

BLANKET
by BIBB

72" X 90"

Oil Change- Super
' Clean Oil Breather
Shell Motor Oil
Cap
Lubrication or Rotate
Check Air Cleaner
Tires
Pressure Test Radiator
;check All Tires
Cap
Inspect Shock
Test Radiator Hoses
· Absorbers & Exhaust
and Fan Belt
System
Check and Test Battery
Peek Front Wheel
Clean and Inspect
Bearings
Battery Cables
Inspec:l Brakes
Check Windshield
Cheek Master Brake
Washer Fluid
Cylinder
Inspect Wiper Blades
Cheek PCV System
and Arms
Check All Lights
THIS OFFER EXPIRES ON DEC. 1, 1967

UNIVERSITY SHELL

with Fall Safety Special
2720 Central S.E.
All This for Onlr $9.75
842 _9148
General Tires.
OPEN 24 HQURS Gold Bond Stamps

* * *

Spokesmen for the Catholic, Jewish and Protestant religions, for
organized labor, for major, responsible civil rights groups and many
other organizations all emphasized that a gtronger poverty program
is vital to the nation's future tranquility. They went unheeded.
The Republicans staked the first claim to villainy by tryirig to destroy OEO altogether and replace the war on poverty with their own
"Opportunity Crusade.''
The Democrats blocked this, but not without displaying their own
penchant for donning the villain's robe. With Rep. Edith Green of
Oregon carrying the ball and veteran votehunters like Roman Pucinski of Illinois and Sam Gibbons of Florida running interference, the
majority amended the Poverty Act so as to reduce the roles of both
the poor and OEO in the 1,500 Community Action agencies around the
country.

* * *

The Democrats would put the Community Action Program under the
control of "city hall" or the other local politicians whose bumbling,
or inaction, already has brought our cities to the point of chaos.
This took off the hook the Repuglicans who were worried about
their image as enemies of the poor. Now Representatives Charles E.
Goodell of New York and Albert Quie of Minnesota are in the heroie
role of offering a Republican amendment to save the Community Action Program from the city politicians.
(The bitter irony, however, is that even as Goodell and Quie are
defending the poor on this issue, their party has renewed its efforts
to cut Congress's appropriation from the poverty program by a third
-or about $700 million).

* "' CAP
"' to local political manipulaWhy would the Democrats subject
tion and to other restrictions that even the U.S. Conference of Mayors
is against? The answer lies in the :fact the "militants" have dominated
the Community Action agencies in some cities, and have been at odds
.
with the mayors,
Chief example of this was Newark, N.J., scene of a major riot last
summer. Some CAP leaders were, indeed, among the chief articulators
of Negro hostility toward Mayor Hugh Addonizio.
So Mrs. Green and her colleagues are trying by fiat to give Addonizio and so-so officials like him the power they cannot achieve politically or diplomatically.

Now take the newest
multi-sensory trip:
Walk to any soft-drink
machine and have some Sprite.
It happens as soon as you
pay your money and take your
bottle. Suddenly, Sprite
takes you, the hedonist, on
your way to a sensually
satisfying tactile-aural·palatable-optical-oral
experience.
First, you observe the
refreshing green bottle. A tempting sight. Then you
reach forth and touch it. Very cool, Finally, you
THE MOOT!!
uncap the cap. Now
you 1 re ready to
drink in that
delicious tartness
--but wait! Before
. regressing
to the
delightful
infantile pleasure
of taking your bottle,
stop. And listen.
Because Sprite is so utterly noisy.
Cascading in crescendos of effervescent
navor. Billowing with billions of
ebullient bubbles. And then sip. Gulp.
Guzzle. Aaaaaaaaaaa! Sprite. So tart
and tingling o 1 er the taste buds.
And voila! You have your
multi-sensory experience.
But what about the olfactory
factor, you ask? Well, what do
you want for a dime--a
~~--~r~ive-sense soft drink?

thrown the campus into a furor,
aroused the ire of Montreal citizens, and resulted in charges of
"participating in the publication
of an obscene libel'' against staff
members on the paper.
The article originally appeared
in the April edition of the "Realist," an American satirical magazine edited by Paul Krassner. Its
final section, which is ussually
considered the most offensive, describes President Johnson performing a sexual 'act with the
body of the late President Kennedy.
Krassner has since written that
he did not intend the article to be
)l'epresented as the truth, but
rather intended it a satirical takeoff on what has been written and
said about the assassination and
events surrounding it.
The McGill Daily published the
article last Friday. Shortly after
it was distributed the issues were
taken from places where they had
been put out for distribution. It
was npt known who confiscated
the newspapers.
Today the Daily published an
editorial saying that the article
should not have appeared in the
papers. The editorial said, "An
error in judgment was made. The
article was considered in the context of the Realist, and when it
came out in our newspaper, we
realized it had no place therein.''
In support of the McGill Daily
staff, a campus organization called Students for a Democratic
Univ~rsity, which is something
like SDS, put out a special newspaper reprinting the Realist's article, and giving quotes from
Swift and Chaucer on the importance of freedom of thought. The
newspaper listed the names of 30
jfaculty members and students
who said they were responsible
for printing it.
The university has been receiving calls from citizens calling for
action against the students involved, and from alumni threatening to cut off their support of the
university unless the students are
severly disciplined.
.After the article first appeared,
three members of the McGill Daily
staff were called before an administration committee and told
that the article was "contrary to
good order and incompatible with
your status as a student of this
university.''
According to a spokesman for
the Dally, the three thought they
would probably be expelled. Since
Friday, however, faculty support
has been growing at McGill, and
the Daily has received strong
pledges of support' from students
elsewhere as well.

The Central Council of th General Union of Quebec Students
(UGEQ) endorsed a motion Saturday upholding the freedom of
student journalism. The motion
said that no university disciplinary committee should be able to
pass judgment on the contents of
a student publication, and declared that such judgments could only
be made in a court of law.
The UGEQ indicated that a
massive student demonstration

LOOK YOUR
BEST!

RENT

A
TUX!
COAT and·
TROUSERS

might be launched, with students
coming to McGill from other universities in the province, if disciplinary action were taken
against the staff members of the
Daily,

The year of the

YAMAHA

The Twin Jet 100 is the
swingin' thing for Spring.
Double everything ... 2
cylinders, 2 carburetors, 2
exhaust pipes ... for more GO.
The styling has that
no-nonsense look, lean and
racy like a 250cc World Grand
Prix Champion Yamaha. If you
can ride a bicycle you can ride
a Yamaha. Sci"stop'in and ride
out on a Yamaha Twin
100,
Then you'll know why Yamaha,
with proven oil-injection, is
the top-selling 2·stroke in the
U.S. See us today.

Jet
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COMPLETE
OUTfiT
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Suspenders,
Hc~ndkerchief,
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Odie 'Catches' Up to Hendricks

The Sporting·Lift

.
When Dave Schult?css, Br~gbam Young's sports mformatwn
· b'
director, started programmmg IS
By NOOLEY REINHEARDT
statistics by computer against
Utah Oct. 28, everyone assumed
Lobo Sports Editor
that he simply wanted a faster,
mere efficient way to get the
stats to sports writers following
BYU's night games. But genial
The New Mexico Lobo football lected for the big game as the Dave may have had a hidden moteam has announced plans to Lobo has defeated the Albuquer- tive.
The way his pass-receiving ace
cballenge the Bunnies from the que Journal team three times in
New York Playboy Club to a as many outings already this Phil Odie is grabbing aerials it
touch-not flag-football game if year.
may take a computer to figure
the student journalists defeat the
The only hold-up in issuing the his careel' totals.
UNM senate in an upcoming challenge is for the UNM stuBy mere adding-machine totals,
game.
dent government to set a firm Odie now has career totals of 163
The Playboy Club Bunnies are date for the Annual Beer Bowl catches for 2,295 yards and 21
coached by· New York Jet' quar- game so the heavily-favored Lobo·. touchdowns. No one else is withterback Joe Namath who ·l'Ose to staff can boast of yet another in radar distance of him.
football fortunes from the Uni- victory when writing to the BunWhen Odie was being courted
varsity of Alabama under Coach nies.
by BYU coaches following his disBear Bryant.
·
The game might be postponed charge from the Marines, he was
But the name of Namath does until next year so both teams can a special guest at the BYU-Utah
not send chills down the backs have ample time to prepare for game. Utah won, 47-13. "Looks
of the Lobo staff. Lobo coach . what, no doubt, would be a his- like you need some help," Phil
Chuck Noland says, "I'm sure tory-making football game.
grinned.
that Joe Namath is a nne coach.
In fact the sport of football
Two other major changes ocI just hope the Bunnies are learn- might never again recover.
curred after last week's action.
Quarterback Paul Toscano, the
ing some football, too."
The Bunnies last weekend
quarterback with the musical
name who bas Wyoming fans
opened their season with a 12-6
victory over an all-male team
humming to themselves, bas gainknown as the Cougars in New
ed the lead in total offense from
York's Central Park.
The Lobo staff will aw:ee to
the terms by which the Bunnies
play their games-football games,
that is. The girls field a 12-man
team, andthe males are allowed
only eight players.
The stronger sex-the menmust touch with two hands, and
the Bunnies only have to use one.
Yes, that is part of the game.
Also the girls only need to comulete two of four passes for a
first down and the males three
of four.
It has also been rumored that
a group from the Albuquerque
Journal has, or will shortly, cball•Jllge the gals to a similar game.
But Lobo sources in New York
.l\Y that the student paper will
·,ave an inside track on being se-

·
rterback •l'crry
New Mexico qua
370 • Those
1
461
Stone, 1
yards to
·.
t
will face off in the-regwna11Y
wo
h'
· k t AI
televised game t IS wee a
•
· buquerque.
Despite a tight Arizona defense which held him to 69 yards
in the air, Stone continues to lead
in passing with 1662 yards to Toscane's 1437. But Toscano has
rushed for 24 yards while Stone
bas been thrown for losses totaling 292 yards on the ground.
Utah's Charlie Smith used the
longest kickoff return in conference bistor;v (100 yards) and a
two-point conversion to capture
the scoring · lead for the first
time this season with 50 points.
Smith also ranks fifth in rushing,
seventh in punt returns, and third
in kickoff returns.
Other conference individual
leaders this week are Arizona
State's Max Anderson in rushing
(938 yards) and Wes Plummer in
interception returns (7 for 161),

punting (41.8) and VJc Washmgton in punt returns ( 527 yards),
d New Mexico's Joe Casas in
an
kickoff returns (557 yards).
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(Continued from page 1)
"he report also says tuition in.~ses are often "justified by a
;re to keep charges in line
h those of comparable neigh, ing institutions." The need for
··<'e funds to compete for "scarce
· :ulty talent" also results in
my tuition increases.
The report says tuition is now
nearly three times as high as it
was 20 years ago. And out-ofstate fees are going up especially
fast. Non-resident students are
·mying one-third more than they
aid in 1964-65. In that year only
•ur large universities charged
.ore than $1,000 a year; this
oar there are 22.
This increase in out-of-state
.ition "generally reflects moves
make non-resident students pay
arger share of their costs, while
;te. tax funds are devoted to
derwriting costs of instruction
· in-state tuitions."
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any flight, any day, Including HOLIDAYS

UNLIMITED TRAVEL
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Youth Fare Cards are available
to all young adults, 12 to 22, and
are good on most other airlines.

TTA

MOTORCYCLES
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~
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in the
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CANTERBURY
CHAPEL
448 Ash N.E.

(Continued from page 1)
sections of the large state are
without sufficient game.
Each ;vear the talk goes on
about this single problem, that
also includes upping the bag limit
on certain game in specified areas,
but nothing is accomplished.
A new problem is now fast confronting bunters-where doe can
or cannot be killed, which part of
the state is open to bunting and
when, etc.
By law, the huntet• is obliged
to know where the exact boundary lines for bunting districts are.
If he cannot distinguish these dividing lines that is his problem
and no one else's--except maybe
a judge who must rule on a violation of the game statutes.
A UNM senior explains the
problem this way, "Each hunter
is given a map tht outlines the
different ::;easons on various game
and in what areas they can be
taken legally during the season.
"There are special seasons requiring special tags and areas in
which you can kill only a buck,
regions where you can shoot a
buck for so long and then a deer
of either sex for the remainder of
the season and on like that.
<~But the real problem is the dividing line of the areas for each
completely different portion of the
hunt. You just can't tell whether
a kill is legal or not many times/'
He is referring to the "New
Mexico Hunting Proclamation."
For example the map for the
northern deer hunt of "regular
and extended seasons" is a good
place to take up his complaints.
Area A is the major area on
the northern map. There you can
take on fork-antlered buck be~
tween Oct. 28 and Nov. 12. But
areas 0, B, C, D, F, and a closed
region surround and fit in the
middle of A.
These other classifications include, "one deer of either sex;"
special seasons, and "Oct. 28
through Nov. 12, two deer of
either sex.'' It continues, ''Dec. 9
through Dec. 17, one :fork-antlered
buck, special season deer tage required Dec. 9 through Dec. 17.11
That is mildly confusing in itself. But what is worse is that the
intersection of A with these areas
is not identified on the map by
anything more than varying colors and designs.
The hunter is given a :few natural and no county boundaries to
identify the area in which he is
bunting. And, obviously, there is
a big difference in the legality of
game killed from area to area.
On the borders of these areas
on the map-which has no mileage scale either-it would often
be necessary to take a survey to
be certain whether a deer was
killd over legal or illegal terrain •
And that is the complicated
way that many sportsmen make
the point that killing does not
only greatly decrease the population in the state, but often puts
the hunter on the precarious line
between being Jaw-abiding and
shattering the state game regulations.
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You can't escape the Club and Campus
Crowd who know you're on the scene
in colorful, casual and stylish patterns
from Farah. These expertly tailored
slacks are cut to catch Coed eyes, and
they're permanently-pressed to "Never
Need Ironing."
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Hughes announces new
openings on the

TECHNICAL STAFF.

Assignments exist for Engineers
graduating in 1967 with B.S.,
M.S. and Ph.D degrees in
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
HUGHES-FULLERTON Engineering
Laboratories assignments range from
research to hardware development
and operational support of producls
and systems in the fleld. Our current
activities involve the advanced technologies of phased-array frequencyscanning radar systems, real·time
general purpose computers, displays,
data processing, satellite and surface
communications systems, surface-toair missile systems, and tactical air
weapons command/control syslems.
For additional information on the
opportunities offered at HUGHES·
FULLERTON in Southern Californiaand to arrange for a personal inferview with our Staff represenlalives,
please contact your College Place·
men! Office or write: Mr. O.K. Horlon,
Supervisor, Professional Staffing,
HUGHES-FULLERTON, P. 0. Box
3310, Fullerlon, Colilornio 92634.

FORMERLY CUSHMAN MOTORS

On-campus interviews
November 16
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Strong Rush Defense
Key to WAC Success
It may be no more than a statistical oddity, but the teams most
successful in the Western Athletic Conference this year have been
the teams most successful defending against the rush.
Wyoming, Arizona State, and
Brigham Yollng rank 1-2-3 in
rushing defense. In conference
standings, the Cowboys are on
top, followed 1 by Arizona State
and Brigham Young in a tie for
second. Convers~ly, New Mexico
is last in rushing defense and last
in conference standings.
Wyoming (8-0), which threw
San Jose State back for minus
52 yards rushing last week, has
allowed an average of just 54.2
yards per game on the ground.
Arizona State has given up 89.2
yards per contest overland and
Brigham Young has yielded 93.3.
In eight games this season,
Wyoming has pushed opponents
in the hole in rushing offense
three times. Arizona State did
that once and .also held the University of TE~xa:s :at El Paso to
exactly no rushing yardage,
For Wyoming and Arizona
State, the defensive line pressure
apparently has had an effect on
opposing passers, too. Wyoming's
pass defense has given up just
138.5 yaTds per: 'game and op-

ponents have completed just 38,2
per cent (If their passes. Arizona
State foes are more successful in
getting yardage (182.0 per game),
but the Sun Devils have pilfered
24, eight more than runnerup
BYU.
Three season records have already been broken and more are
in sight with each team having, at
least two games remaining.
Arizona State's 24 pass interceptions is three more than the
previous record by Brigham
Young in 1966. Wyoming's 636
yards (the Cowboys added 121
last week) on punt retuTns breaks
their own previous standard of
570 set last year. And New Mexico has returned kickoffs for a
whopping 1150 yards-294 yards
more than the 1965 Lobo team
did in setting the record.
Wyoming continues to lead all
defense categories by comfortable
margins with 54.2 yards allowed
Tushing, 138.5 passing, 192.8 total
offense, and 9.2 points per game.
Arizona State heads most of the
offensive categories with 231.9
yards rushing, 417.0 total offense,
and 34.0 points per contest. New
Mexico holds the passing lead
with 260.1 yards per game.

... ,

There once was a lady named Mitzi,
Engaged to a fritz from Poughkeepsie.
But she bade him goodbye
When his Schlitz had run dry.
Said Mitzi: "No Schlitzie, No Fritzie."
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WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
• Jlne ad., 65¢-4 tima, ,2,00, Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tiona Bullclln~r, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
I

'

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED to buy portable combo-organ.
Phone 256-2981 after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE
1958 FORD V .s. Automatic transmil!sicm,
power steering & brakes. Good condition. $395.00, Call after 6 p,trt, 242-5550.
11/1, 2, 3, 6.
1966 RABBIT Scooter. Excellent condition.
$200.00. Phone 243-4640.
MUST SELL-1966 Triumph Spitfire con•
vertible. Excellent condition. New tires,
bucket seats. Loaded with extras-only
$1400.00. See at 803 Martingale SE (4
Hills). Call 298·1636. 11/8-13.
1956 HARLEY Davidson-74. Good condi·
tion. $300. Call 255-8888 before noon
weekdays, all day Sunday. 11/8-13.
1964 MGB Converh'ble. New radio, beater.
Two tops, good tires. Excellent coudi·
tion. Reasonable price. Phone 25o-0563.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, aU
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.trt. on Monday & thursday. E & E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-058S,
WA,NTED: Typing. Term papers, theses, .
d•ssertat.ons. References. Phone 242-2495,
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
DELIO POSTERS.& BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list, MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Sholl, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
NEED br~ad? Distribute Psychedelic pos•
ters, etc. Write to Tlte Joyce Co•. Ltd.,
734 Bay St., San Francisco, Calif, 94109
6t.
"/' AT OLD TOWN Studio is a new kind
Of thca.t.rical t!Xperience • • , a song to
the here-and-now. A game of mind and
illusion, improvisational, anti-war, non ..
nl)(]Jogctit:!, u / ' is theatre eXploding its
own .boundaries. Friday, Saturday, Sunday night.!! at 8 :00. Reservations at 2424602.
LOST
AN ANTIQUE Gold Earring, bnll..hnped
for pierced ears. In or near Education
Comu.lex. Reward offered. After 5 call
264-6280.
GREEN Wallet near SUB. Nec;d papers.
Reward offered. Return to l:Ml HokcmaZin, Phone 277·4905.
HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED wood & metsl shop OS•
sistant to work Tues. & Thurs. 1 to 5
p.m.. Must qualify under work-study
progr11111. Cotttllet De!lt. ot Ar~hitec
ture, 277-2903.
PERSONAL
COMING Soon I Green Stsnips I DOD I I

11/s-18,

------------------------------
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graduating engineers,
chemists and physicists

\

AN ABC DREAM COME TRUE would be Univer
student body to show up for the noon contest and are
sity Stadium filled to near its 30,000 capacity Satur- . making attractive admission otTers to other segments
day when UNM meets Wyoming ill a regionally tele-,,,_ of the Albuquerque community. Veterans and their
vised footbaJl game. University officials are urging the wives gtt- in for,, half price; a.:hool. kids for a dime if
,_...,.

Black Blasts Party
"McCarthyist attitude toward its
policy in VietNam," and untruthfulness with the American public.
"It burns me up to keep hear·
ing that anyone who discusses or
criticizes our Viet Nam policy is
disloyal and not supporting our
fighting men," Black said.
"Our Democratic leaders are
giving the American people a gigantic Madison Avenue sales job
to justify the United States stand
in VietNam. To say·that uneasiness about the war is disloyalty
is blackmail," Black said.
Black suggested that one of
Dr. Brothers
the· ways the American people
could support our fighting men in
Dr. Joyce Brothers, a noted
VietNam would be to bring them
woman psychologist, will aphome if we realized that peThaps
pear tonight at 8 p.m. in the
we don't belong there.
Concert Hall as part of this
year's Associated Students
"Think of all the manpower,
Lecture Series. She has been
dollars, and ingenuity that our
a regular visitor to the Johnny
administration could pour into an
Carson "Tonight Show" and
effort to get out of Viet Nam
the Art Linkletter program.
gracefully and put us in the position
of being right for a change
1111111111HIIWIIIIII,IIti-111111111IIIUIIIIII

By WAYNE CIDDIO
State Senator Sterling L. Black
(D-Los Alamos) last night told
the UNM Young Democrats that
"unless the Democratjc party can
change its thinking on the Viet
Nam war, they have had it locally
and nationally in 1968.".
Black, s p e a k i n g on "Civil
Rights, Viet Nam and the Challenge of 1968,". sharply criticized
the Johnson administration for a

-----·--111111111111111

the Navy's largest industrial complex:
the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard
ENJOY UNMATCHED POTENTIAL FOR PRO·
FESSIONAL AND PERSONAL GROWTH.
You'll be challenged by the variety offered
in the design, construction, overhaul and
conversion of Polaris missile submarines,
guided missile frigates, destroyers, aircraft
carriers, deep submergence craft, Sea Lab
Ill, etc.
APPLY YOUR TALENTS TO IMPORTANT
PROGRAMS: Nuclear power, ship structures,
electrical/electronic systems, missile systems, marine/mechanical design, welding,
chemistry (analytical) and metallurgical in·
spection and test, quality assurance, process

methods and standards, tools and plant
utilization.

An Equal Opportunity Employer. U,S, Citizenship Required.

Dogma Graduate Re@IIS··~

and let someone else drag his
feet for awhile," Black said.
Black told the Young Democrats that the United States was
~urrently spending $26 billion
annually to keep "our commitment" in Viet Natn. He said the
$26 billion should be going to
solve the problems in the United
States.
"The Democratic administration
claims that we must keep our
commitment in Viet Nam• .I say,
:what commitment? There was no
treaty signed by anyone that said
we would engage in a major land
war in Southeast .Asia to maintain the tenets of the Geneva Ac·
cords," Black added.
Black maintained that the present United States policy was not
the way to the peace table. "How
many times in histoey have you
heard of slugging, kicking, and
bombing a country to the peace
table? Also, how many times have
(Continued on page 10)

NSA. .CIA Tension
By BOB STOREY
The crisis for the National Student Association staff after the
disclosure of · the CIA involvement last year was a personal
experience for a former UNM
student secretary.
The tension and uncertainty of
the weeks before and after the
CIA-NSA crisis which rocked the
nation's students was shared by
Hazel Ann Isgar, 24, a 1966 graduate of UNM. She was a Washington D.C. NSA staff member.
Mrs • .Isgar was and is working
as a national staff supervisor for
NSA tutoring programs across
the nation. She began working
in the spring of 1966 after hav-

Schwartz Okays

AAUP Condemns
Campus Protests

LIVE IN THE FAMED BAY AREA. San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard has two work sites
located 40 miles apart: Hunters Point in San
Francisco and Mare Island in Vallejo, Cali·
fornia. Each location has ready access to the
cultural advantages of San Francisco. All
types of recreation from surfing in the Pacific to skiing in the Sierras are within easy
driving distance. Continue your professional
growth by attending classes at one of the
many outstanding colleges and universities
located nearby.

Representative on Campus
November 13, 1967
for interview, contact your placement office

they are of the knot-hole gang and half priee otherwise; and servicemen in uniforms get special rates too.
·Wyoming is the seventh-ranked team in the nation and
wo11~d li"ke to raise its ratings, (UNM photo)

SINGER ANDY WILLIAMS (left) combined
with the orchestra of Henry Mancilli to dazzle
some 9000-plus sbtdents and. townspeople in University Arena Wednesday night. The three-hour
show included 11. leadoff by Mancini and his 40·
piece orchestra, featuring the eomposer-~~orr;mg•

er-bandleadcr's greatest hits from "Peter Gunn"
tltrouglt "Days of Wine and Roses" and "Moon
River.'' Williams' portion of the concert included
a parade of his hits and a comedy break with
Mancini and the band. (Photos by Pawley).

By WALTER GRANT
Collegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON- The American
Association of University Pro•
fessors has condemned Tecent student demonstrations designed to
stop campus interviews or to prevent speakers invited to the cam·
pus from speaking.
The AAUP, which . has long
been one of the most liberal organizations in t]1e academic com·
munity, wJJ.rned that recent protests at several campuses. across
the nation are destructive to the
principles of academic freedom.
The AAUP position was issued
in the form of a resolution adopted by the AAUP Council, the organization's policy-making board,
which consists of SO elected representatives. National Student Association President Edward Schwartz en<\Qrsed the resolution,
(Contitmed on page 5)

ing served as student government secretary and a campus
leader for four years.
"The whole thing with the CIA
was so fantastic that we went ·
around in a daze, which later be·
came just plain fear," Mrs • .Isgar said.
"We didn't know what to say
or what to'"do, so we kept on
working," she said. ''Then we
started looking at each other
wondering whom we could trusllil'
The disclosure of the involvement with the CIA was Teally a
blow to the staff, Mrs. Isgar
said. They bad no indication of
the connection, but there wa.s a:'
standing joke for months that
NSA was an arm of the State
DepaTtment. It was so crazy that
no one really paid any attention
to it, she said.
But when the crisis broke, fear
gripped the staff, because they
were afraid to do or say anything, for fear of being called
"traitors" either to the organiza·
tion or to the nation. '
Mrs. Isgar cTiticized M;odei:ator magazine, which first uncovered the CIA link and 1ila5·
poised to spTead it.· before ;:he
public as a massive issue. ~~
magazine tried to negotiate with
the NSA staff to get further information, she said.
"They offered to make us look
like the good guys if we would
(Continued on page 11)
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Biology Dedication
Dr. David • .BrllC.e-.Dill of
Nevada Southern Universitywill s-peak at the uedication of
the new UNM biology building
today from 11 to 11 :30 a.m.
Refreshments will be served in
the lobby of the building be·
tween 10:30 and 12:30.
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